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New Design

ACTUAL SIZEChrome Item code: 115.932.KS.1  
Material: Metal, Finish: chrome trim, brushed chrome button

Black Item code: 115.932.KV.1
Material: ABS plastic, Finish: black trim, brushed chrome button

White Item code: 115.932.KT.1
Material: ABS plastic, Finish: White trim, brushed chrome buttons

Chrome Item code: 115.932.KA.1
Material: ABS plastic, Finish: Chrome trim, brushed chrome buttons

If you are renovating or building from scratch, 
Geberit’s Sigma Pneumatic cistern can give 
you more space in your bathroom. 

Hidden neatly in the wall behind or even  
“in the ceiling”, this system is flexible.  
A one piece blow moulded, high density 
polyethylene tank with a 10 year warranty 
and a 25 year spare parts availability gives 
you the piece of mind you need.  

The new Sigma Pneumatic button with its 
light activation makes flushing easier than 
ever before, and it can be located anywhere 
up to 3m from the toilet. 

This technology is quiet and reliable and 
being in the wall or in the ceiling it is quieter 
when operated. A blessing in the middle of 
the night!

Geberit’s new Sigma Pneumatic 
buttons have a contemporary 
minimalist style with the flexibility  
to locate the buttons where you 
want them.

This is your personal space and 
you have the freedom to choose 
where you have the buttons 
mounted. Either behind the toilet, 
in a vanity or even in a side wall, 
your bathroom design can be as 
innovative as you want it to be.  
As the cistern is not locked into 
being directly behind the pan,  
it can be to the side or even in  
the ceiling! 

The pneumatic flush buttons are 
light and easy to operate and the 
plates have four colour options.

Please contact your State Manager or Sales Representative for more information.
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Note:  The Sigma Pneumatic button range suit only Sigma75 Pneumatic cisterns  
with 6mm hose (109.754.00.1 and 109.755.00.1).

One solution fits all. Designed to accommodate even the most challenging bathroom 
layout, the Sigma Pneumatic cistern fits almost anywhere, even in the ceiling!  
The pneumatic button is so flexible it can be placed up to 3 meters from the cistern.


